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Framing the Reading
By the time you've gotten to college, it's very likely that at least one teacher has told you
not to use "I" in your school papers. Push the question, and you might be told that aca
demic writing (especially if it uses research) isn't supposed to be "personal"-rather, you
should strive to be as objective as possible. The paper, after all, isn't about you-so you
shouldn't be in it.
Donald Murray probably had the same voices echoing in his head when he wrote this
article for the writing teachers who read College Composition and Communication. Having
made his living as a writer (including winning a Pulitzer prize as a newspaper columnist,
writing textbooks. and publishing a range of poetry and fiction), Murray disagreed. Writing,
he thought, is always personal, whatever else it is. So he sat down to catalog the various
ways that writing of any sort includes the writer-the ways that, in a sense, all writing is
autobiography. This article is one result of his thinking on this topic.
Some readers object to Murray's argument because they misunderstand his use of the
term autobiography, assuming he's referring to all writing as books in which people tell
the stories of their lives. Murray makes it clear, though, that he's not thinking that research
papers and workplace memos are autobiographies. Rather, Murray is referring to the au
tobiographical nature of texts, all of which necessarily contain traces of their creators.
If you understand autobiography in this sense, it will be easier to fairly weigh Murray's
arguments.
Murray's arguments are explicitly about writing , but his broader focus is all literacy ac
tivities. He is really arguing that al! our past literacy experiences inform our present literacy
experiences-how we write, what language Wtuse, even (he suggests in the end) how
we read. As such, he helps us connect ourselves as writers with the
literacy work in the rest of the chapter, even when it focuses only on
reading or language use. These are all fuels to a writer's fire, and the
traces of our !iterate pasts unavoidably emerge in our writing.
This book is also about how careful research on writing
attempting to explain how writing works on the basis of actual ex
amples of that writing, and the people doing it-actually challenges
many of the commonsense "rules" we're taught about writing as
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CHAPTER 1 Literacies

Winthrop 1936, Seventh Grade
December and we comb our hair wet,
pocket our stocking caps and run,
uniformed in ice helmets,
to read frost etched windows:
castle, moat, battlements, knight,
lady, dragon, feel our sword
plunge in. At recess we fence
with icicles, hide coal in
snow balls, lie freezing
inside snow fort, malw ice balls
to arc against the enemy; Hitle1:
I lived in a town of Jews,
relatives hidden in silences,
letters returned, doors shut,
curtains drawn. Our soldier
lessons were not in books taught
by old women. In East Boston,
city of Mussolinis, we dance
combat, attack and retreat, sneak,
hide, escape, the companionship
of blood. No school, and side
staggered by icy wind we nm
to the sea wall, wait
for the giant seventh wave
to draw back, curl mittens
round iron railing, brace
rubber boots, watch
the entire Atlantic rise
until there is no sky. Keep
mittens tight round iron rail,
prepare for the return of ocean,
that slow, even sucking bad(.,
the next rising wave.
I suspect that when you read my poem, you wrote your own autobiography. JO
That is the terrible, wonderful power of reading: the texts we create in our own
minds while we read-or just after we read-become part of the life we believe
we lived. Another thesis: all reading is autobiographical.
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